
Are You Ready For Your IT Project?

Enterprise IT projects bring increased efficiency and value from technology innovations. They can also result in 
lost productivity and increased costs, if not properly managed.

Answer these questions to see if you are fully prepared for project planning, deployment, and management. 

General Concerns

Does your project face potential hurdles and pitfalls? 

Could the project distract operations from keeping up with revenue-generating tasks?

Would your enterprise benefit from guidance with specific complexities within your IT infrastructure?

YES NO

Project Planning

Are you unsure about where your current IT infrastructure may be outdated?

Are you concerned that your project plan might not fully cover the entire project cycle?

Are you worried that your existing network infrastructure cannot support the project goals?

YES NO

Project Implementation

Does your team lack experience in deploying large-scale enterprise IT projects?

Do you need guidance in implementing new IT to ensure user experience and high adoption rates?

Do you lack staff who can physically install at every location or the budget to disperse them?

If you have the staff, would their talents be more productively utilized elsewhere in your enterprise?

YES NO

Post-Deployment Support

Are you concerned that you lack sufficient in-house resources to handle on-site tech support?

Would your project would be more successful with boots on the ground support for the entire project?

YES NO
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If you answered yes to any of these, you need a trusted partner to help guide to successful 
completion. Today’s technology provides a competitive edge, but multi-location enterprises have 
complex IT needs. Enterprise IT requires much more than choosing something off the shelf.

You need TailWind. We deliver successful IT projects across the country to ensure satisfaction 
and adoption. Contact us today to get the IT partner you didn't know you needed.


